Abstract-In this paper, we address the problem of cache invalidation in mobile and wireless client/server environments. We present cache invalidation techniques that can scale not only to a large number of mobile clients, but also to a large number of data items that can be cached in the mobile clients. We propose two scalable algorithms: the Multidimensional Bit-Sequence (MD-BS) algorithm and the Multilevel Bit-Sequence (ML-BS) algorithm. Both algorithms are based on our prior work on the Basic Bit-Sequences (BS) algorithm. Our study shows that the proposed algorithms are effective for a large number of cached data items with low update rates. The study also illustrates that the algorithms can be used with other complementary techniques to address the problem of cache invalidation for data items with varied update and access rates.
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INTRODUCTION
I N mobile and wireless environments, caching of frequently accessed data items is an important technique that will reduce contention on the narrow bandwidth channels. Cache invalidation strategies, however, will be severely hampered by the disconnection and the mobility of clients. Mobile clients often disconnect to conserve battery power. It could be very expensive to validate the status of cache for the frequently disconnected clients with narrow wireless links.
In [2] , Barbará and Imielinski provided an alternate approach to the problem of invalidating caches in mobile environments. In this approach, a server periodically broadcasts an invalidation report in which the data items that have been changed are indicated. Rather than querying a server directly regarding the validation of cached copies, clients listen to these invalidation reports over wireless channels. The broadcast-based solution is attractive because it can scale to a large number of clients who listen to the broadcasting report and does not require the clients to frequently establish an up-link to information servers for the cache invalidation.
One challenging issue for broadcast-based solutions is to optimize the organization of broadcast reports. In general, a large-sized report can provide more information and is more effective for cache invalidation. But, a large report also implies a long latency for clients to listen to the report given a fixed broadcast bandwidth. To limit the report size, the Broadcasting Timestamps (TS) algorithm in [2] broadcasts the names and timestamps only for the data items that have been updated during preceding w seconds (w is a fixed parameter). But, any client that has disconnected longer than w seconds cannot use the report and has to establish an up-link for the cache verification. The effectiveness of the report cannot be guaranteed for the clients with unpredictable disconnection time. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the size and the effectiveness of broadcast report for the clients that cannot continuously listen to the broadcast. The effectiveness can be measured by the number of cached data items whose status can be accurately verified by the use of the report. One interesting issue is the following: Given an effectiveness requirement, how can we optimize the report structure to reduce the size of the report?
In a previous paper [7] , we addressed the report optimization issue with a basic Bit-Sequence (BS) method. Three techniques were applied in the BS method. First, for the applications where the mostly cached and referenced data items are predictable, we use the bit-sequence naming technique for the reference of data items in the report. In the bit-sequence naming, each bit in a bit-sequence (or bitvector) represents one data item in the database. Second, instead of including one update timestamp for each data item, we use an update aggregation technique to group a set of data items and to associate the set with only one timestamp in the report. The client that disconnects after the timestamp can use the bit-sequence to identify the updated items. Third, we use the hierarchical structure of bit-sequences technique to link a set of bit-sequences such that the structure can be used by clients with different disconnection times.
The basic BS algorithm can be applied in the applications where both servers and clients do not need to frequently synchronize the mapping of bits in the sequence (or vector) to the names of data items in the database. In this case, the bit mapping information does not have to be explicitly included in each report. This mapping scheme is called a static bit mapping scheme. As we pointed out in our previous work [7] , when the static bit mapping is assumed, the BS algorithm can approach the "optimal" effectiveness for data items indicated in the report regardless of the disconnection times of clients. The optimization is achieved at the cost of about two binary bits per each item in the report.
The basic BS algorithm can also be used in applications where clients and servers need to constantly synchronize the mapping of bits. For example, the data items represented by the bits can be those that are updated recently (e.g., during the last minute) and can be different from one report to another. In this case, the bit mapping information has to be included in each report so that the clients know which data items are indicated by the bit sequences. This bit mapping scheme is called a dynamic bit mapping scheme. It was shown in [7] that the basic BS algorithm can be applied to optimize broadcast-based cache invalidation algorithms in which the dynamic bit mapping is required. The optimization was shown to approximately reduce the size of the report by half while maintaining the same level of effectiveness for cache invalidation.
In this paper, we further address the report optimization issue by exploring the issue of scalability. Our motivation is to enable cache invalidation techniques to scale not only to a large number of mobile clients, but also to a large number of data items that are cached in the mobile clients. We are particularly interested in the technique of scalable and efficient cache invalidation for the cached data items that are rarely or slowly updated. Caching of these frequently accessed, but less frequently updated items is an effective way to relieve the bandwidth constraints in wireless environments. Wireless Web access is a good example of an application that would greatly benefit from using our scalable cache invalidation for rarely updated and cached Web pages. In accessing the Web, users may frequently "refresh" (or "reload") Web pages that contain cached, but rarely updated, data items (e.g., image files included in the Web pages). The scalable cache invalidation, along with other complementary techniques for the "hot spots" (i.e., these frequently changed data items), will be very desirable to support the "refresh" (or "reload") operations in the wireless Web browsing.
We are interested in the BS based scalable cache invalidation because the BS method is effective for frequently and long disconnected mobile clients, as demonstrated in [7] . One way to achieve scalability is to increase the granularity of each bit in the BS method. That is, instead of using one bit in the BS structure for each data item, we can increase the granularity of bits and use each bit to represent a block of data items. Obviously, the coarse granularity technique may affect the accuracy (or effectiveness) of cache invalidation algorithms when a client has to validate data items that are represented by the same bit of BS structure. An interesting problem is how to organize the data items and use the coarse granularity technique for achieving the scalability of BS method without adversely sacrificing its effectiveness.
The main contributions of this paper include the following:
1. Two scalable BS-based algorithms for cache invalidation: the Multidimensional BS (MD-BS) algorithm and the Multilevel BS (ML-BS) algorithm. The MD-BS algorithm achieves scalability by organizing data items into a multidimensional data structure and using each BS structure to represent the blocks of data items in each dimension. The ML-BS algorithm provides a scalable solution that applies hybrid and variable granularity of bits and BS structures to adapt to dynamically changing update rates and patterns. 2. Through a simulation study, we show that both algorithms are effective for a large number of cached data items with low update rates. The ML-BS algorithm adapts well to the changes of "hot spots" and skewed access and update patterns. The results verify our observation that it is feasible to provide complementary and adaptive techniques to address cache invalidation problems for the data items with varied update rates and patterns. The feasibility indicates that our scalable algorithms can be used with other complementary techniques to address the scalability and effectiveness of the cache invalidation for the data items with different update rates. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the two Scalable Bit-Sequences (BS) algorithms: the Multidimensional BS (MD-BS) algorithm and the Multilevel BS (ML-BS) algorithm. In Section 3, we examine through simulation, how the effectiveness of the MD-BS and ML-BS algorithms can approach the effectiveness of a hypothetical "optimal" algorithm for cache invalidation. Section 4 discusses related work and concluding remarks are offered in Section 5.
SCALABLE BIT-SEQUENCE BASED ALGORITHMS
In this section, we will briefly describe the caching management model that is used in our scalable BitSequence algorithms. We then give a brief description about the basic BS method. The detail information about the BS method can be found in [7] . The rest of the section will present two scalable BS algorithms: Multidimensional BitSequences (MD-BS) and Multilevel Bit-Sequences (ML-BS) algorithms.
Caching Management Model
A mobile computing environment consists of two distinct sets of entities: mobile hosts and fixed hosts [5] , [2] . Some of the fixed hosts, called Mobile Support Stations (MSSs), are augmented with a wireless interface to communicate with mobile hosts, which are located within a radio coverage area called a cell. A mobile host can move within a cell or between two cells while retaining its network connections. There is a set of database servers each covering one or more cells.
Each server can only service users which are currently located in its coverage. A large number of mobile hosts resides in each cell; all issue queries which take the form of simple requests to read the most recent copy of a data item. We assume that the database is updated only by the servers. The data item (or page) is the basic update and query unit by the server and client.
The database represented by the invalidation report consists of N numbered data items (or pages):
Each server will periodically broadcast invalidation reports. To answer a query, the client on a mobile host will listen to the next invalidation report and use the report to conclude whether its cache is valid or not. If there is a valid cached copy that can be used to answer the query, the client will return the result immediately. Invalid caches must be refreshed via a query to the server. A client querying for cache-missed data items could either send a request to a server explicitly (i.e., the client pulling) or listen to data broadcast channels where frequently accessed data items are broadcast periodically (i.e., the server pushing). The data on the broadcast channels can be organized with indexing structure to reduce the time clients spend on listening to the broadcast.
The Basic Bit-Sequences Method
This section briefly summarizes the Basic Bit-Sequences (BS) algorithm that we have introduced in [7] . In the basic BS algorithm, three techniques are used to optimize the report structure with reduced size while retaining the effectiveness:
. bit-sequence naming, . update aggregation, and . hierarchical structure of bit-sequences. To reference data items in the database, one technique called bit-sequence naming is applied in the BS algorithm. The server broadcasts a set of bit sequences. Each bit in a bit-sequence represents a data item in the database. The positions of bits decides the indexes of numbered data items. For example, the nth bit in a size N of sequence represents data item d n . Therefore, the naming space for N items is reduced to N bits from NlogðNÞ bits (without the order information, at least logðNÞ bits are needed to identify an item in a size N of set). The bit-sequence naming can be applied when both client and server agree upon the mapping of bits to the names of data items in the server database. The client can find the data item that each bit represents in its cache based on the position of the bit in the sequence.
To indicate the update status of data items, another technique called update aggregation is used. In the broadcast report, each sequence is associated with only one timestamp. A bit "1" in a sequence means that the item represented by the bit has been updated since the time specified by the timestamp. A bit "0" means that that item has not been updated since that time. Note that the timestamp is not necessarily the exact time when these items represented by "1" bits were updated. Instead, the timestamp specifies the latest time since then all of these items were updated. The technique, therefore, helps reduce the report size by associating one single timestamp to a set of updated items rather than one timestamp to each item. For a size m of sequence, for example, 32 Ã ðm À 1Þ bits are saved assuming that each timestamp is represented by 32 bits (4 bytes or a DWORD type variable). A client that disconnected after the timestamp can use the information in the sequence to make an invalidation decision.
The update aggregation reduces the size of the report, but also decreases the invalidation precision of cache invalidation. For example, the sequence with a timestamp of three days ago may not be very useful for the client that disconnected just three hours ago. Many updates indicated in the sequence actually happened before the client disconnected. If the client uses the bit sequence, many of the actually valid data items will be falsely invalidated. To adapt to variable disconnected clients, a technique called hierarchical structure of bit sequences is applied. In this technique, logðNÞ bit sequences with different timestamps and sizes are linked together for N data items covered in the report. From the set of bit sequences, each client uses a one bit sequence with the timestamp which is equal to or most recently predates the disconnection time of the client for cache invalidation.
The total size of these bit sequences can only be 2N þ b T logðNÞ bits (where b T is the size of each timestamp). In this hierarchical structure, the highest-ranking sequence in the structure has N bits which corresponds to N data items in the database represented by the invalidation report. That is, each item is represented by one bit in this sequence. As many as half the bits (N/2) in the sequence can be set to "1" to indicate that up to the last N=2 items have been changed recently (initially, the number of "1" bits may be less than N=2). The timestamp of the sequence indicates the time after which these N=2 items have been updated. The next sequence in the structure will contain N=2 bits. The kth bit in the sequence corresponds to the kth "1" bit in the highest sequence (i.e., both represent the same data item). In this sequence, N=2 2 bits can be set to "1" to indicate the last N=2 2 items that were updated recently. The timestamp of the sequence indicates the time after which these N=2 2 items were updated. The following sequence, in turn, will contain N=2 2 bits. The kth bit in the sequence corresponds to the kth "1" bit in the preceding sequence. In the current sequence, N=2 3 bits can be set to "1" to indicate the last N=2 3 items that were updated recently. The timestamp of the sequence indicates the time after which these N=2 3 items were updated. This pattern is continued until the lowest bottom sequence in the structure is reached. This sequence will contain only two bits; these correspond to the two "1" bits in the preceding sequence. Of the two bits in the lowest sequence, one can be set to "1" to indicate the last item that was changed recently. The timestamp of the sequence indicates the time after which the item was updated.
For simplicity, we assume that there are N data items in the database represented by the invalidation report where N is the n power of 2, i.e., N ¼ 2 n for some integer n. We also assume that each item is statically (or implicitly) mapped to one bit in the highest sequence (note that the 1-to-1 mapping is actually not necessary in the use of the BS algorithm; we will elaborate this later). Let B n denote the highest sequence, B nÀ1 the next sequence, ..., and B 1 denote the lowest sequence, where n ¼ logðNÞ. The timestamp of bit sequence B k is represented by T SðB k Þ. The total number of bits in B k is denoted by j B k j and the total number of "1" bits in B k by AEB k . Initially (i.e., at the beginning time where no data items have been updated), T SðB k Þ for all k will be set to zero and any bit in B n could be set to "1" provided that the total number of "1" bits is equal to half of the size of B n . For example, first half of bits in B k can be set to "1" and T SðB k Þ to zero for all k.
Each client checks the invalidation and uses a bit sequence among the sequence set with the most recent timestamp that is equal to or predates the disconnection time of the client to invalidate its caches. The data items represented by these "1" bits in the sequence will be invalidated. If there is no such sequence (i.e., the disconnection time precedes the timestamp of the highest sequence), the report will not be used and the client has to establish uplink for cache invalidation.
Example 2.1. Consider a database represented by the invalidation report consisting of 16 data items. Fig. 1 shows a Bit-Sequences (BS) structure reported by a server at time 250. Suppose that a client listens to the report after having slept for 80 time units. That is, the client disconnected at time 170 (= 250 -80), which is larger than T SðB 2 Þ but less than T SðB 1 Þ. The client will use B 2 to invalidate its caches. To locate those items denoted by the two "1" bits in B 2 , the client will check both B 3 and B 4 sequences, using the following procedure. To locate the second bit that is set to "1" in B 2 , check the position of the second "1" bit in B 3 . We see that the second "1" bit in B 3 is in the fifth position; therefore, check the position of the fifth "1" bit in B 4 . Because B 4 is the highest sequence and the fifth "1" bit in B 4 is in the eighth position, the client concludes that the eighth data item was updated since time 170. Similarly, the client can deduce that the 12th data item has also been updated since that time. Therefore, both the eighth and 12th data items will be invalidated.
Multidimensional Bit-Sequences Algorithm
In the basic BS method, each bit is used to represent a data item in the database. The invalidation report size, which is represented by 2N þ b T logðNÞ, is approximately linearly proportional to the number of items in the database represented by the invalidation report. To limit the size of invalidation report for a large number of data items, at the simplest level, we can uniformly increase the granularity of each bit in the invalidation report instead of increasing the number of bits. For example, for an 8GB database, each bit in the report can represent an 8MB data block. Both clients and servers can still use 8K page size as their access granularity. A bit in the report will be set to "1" if and only if any page in the block represented by the bit has been updated. A client will invalidate a cached data page if the block that contains the page has been marked by "1" bit in a corresponding bit sequence. We call this scaled algorithm as the Coarse Granularity BS (CG-BS) algorithm. However, the effectiveness of CG-BS algorithm can be degraded quickly since all data items in a block have to be invalidated if any item in the block is updated. In the following, we will describe one scalable BS algorithm called Multidimensional BS (MD-BS) algorithm in which the size of invalidation report does not increase lineally proportional to the size of database represented by the report. Unlike what the CG-BS algorithm does, more importantly, the algorithm will not falsely invalidate all data items in a block when any item in the block is updated. In the Multidimensional BS (MD-BS) algorithm, the database is abstractly organized in a multiple dimensional array data structure. Suppose that the database has N p data pages (p ! 0). Each data page is indexed by a unique p-tuple ½i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i p , where 1 i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i p N. We denote the data page with index ½i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i p by d½i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i p . An invalidation report consists of one 1-direction bit sequence (1D-BS) structure, one 2-direction BS (2D-BS) structure, ..., and one p-direction BS (pD-BS) structure. Each kD-BS structure (1 k p), which is the exact same as that of the basic BS algorithm except the granularity of each bit, consists of logðNÞ bit sequences with an associated set of timestamps. The highest-ranking sequence in each kD-BS structure, denoted by B k logðNÞ , has N bits, while the lowestranking sequence, denoted by B k 1 , has two bits. In the kD-BS structure, the jth bit in B k logðNÞ represents one data block in the k direction that includes all data pages d½i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i kÀ1 ; j; i kþ1 ; . . . ; i p for 1 i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i kÀ1 ; i kþ1 ; . . . ; i p N:
It is assumed that a data page is the basic access unit for updates and queries in both the server and client sides. In the kD-BS structure (1 k p), a bit represents a data block in the k direction. The bit is set to "1" only if any data page in the data block has been updated since the time specified by the sequence timestamp.
Example 2.2. Suppose that 8 3 data pages in a database represented by the invalidation report is structured as a three-dimensional array (see Fig. 2 ). In the threedimensional BS algorithm, an invalidation report will include one 1-direction, one 2-direction, and one 3-direction BS structures. The highest-ranking bit sequence in each structure has eight bits, while the lowestranking bit sequence has only two bits. In the 1D-BS structure, each bit represents a data block in the 1-direction of the array structure. For example, the first bit in B 1 3 represents the data block in the 1-direction consisting of all data pages d½1; i 2 ; i 3 for all 1 i 2 ; i 3 8. The bit is set to "1" only if any page in the block has been updated since the time specified by the sequence timestamp.
To construct the multidimensional BS structures, the server can maintain a linked list to record the information of update timestamps for all blocks in one direction of database array. There are totally p linked lists to be maintained for a p-dimensional database array.
Server Multidimensional Bit-Sequences Construction Algorithm Sketch. The server process that generates the invalidation reports constructs a set of Multilevel BS structures by the following procedure:
1. Construct the update linked list for data blocks in the k-direction of database array (1 k p). To construct the p-dimensional Bit-Sequences structures for the N p data page database, p linked lists are maintained. One node in the kth list denotes one block in the k-direction of database array. The update timestamp in the node is equal to the update timestamp of the data page that is most recently updated in the block. All the nodes in the list are linked by the pointer fields in the decreased order of update timestamps. 2. Construct the kD-BS structure (1 k p). The kD-BS structure is constructed using the update linked list of the k-direction data blocks. The construction procedure is the same as that in the basic BS algorithm except that each bit in the structure represent a block in the k-direction of database array rather than a data page. Client Cache Invalidation Algorithm Sketch. After receiving an invalidation report, the client will use the following procedure to validate each cached page: The input for the algorithm is the time variable T d that indicates the last time when the client received a report and invalidated its cache. (1 k p), then no block is to be marked in the k-direction of the database array and, therefore, no cache is to be invalidated.
Multilevel Bit-Sequences Algorithm
We now describe a Multilevel Bit-Sequences (ML-BS) algorithm that is expected to adapt to dynamically changed and skewed "hot spots" of updates and queries. The algorithm will demonstrate that the scalability to a large number of data items with low update rates can be achieved by a coarse granularity of bit sequences structure, while the effectiveness of invalidation for the dynamically changed and nonuniform updates can be dealt by complementary cache invalidation strategies.
In the algorithm, the database represented by the invalidation report is abstractly viewed as a hierarchical data structure. Suppose that the database represented by the invalidation report has N pþ1 data pages (p ! 0). In the highest level, the database is equally divided into N data p-blocks. In the next level, each data p-block is equally divided into N data (p À 1)-blocks. This pattern is continued until the lowest level is reached. In the lowest level, each data 1-block is divided into N data 0-blocks (i.e., data pages). It is assumed that a data page is the basic access unit for updates and queries in both the server and client sides.
An invalidation report consists of one 0-level BS (0L-BS) structure, one 1-level BS (1L-BS) structure, ..., and one p-level BS (pL-BS) structure. Each kL-BS structure (0 k p), which is the exact same as the basic BS structure except the granularity of each bit, consists of logðNÞ bit sequences with an associated set of timestamps. The highest-ranking sequence in each kL-BS structure, denoted by B k logðNÞ , has N bits, while the lowest-ranking sequence, denoted by B k 1 , has two bits. In the kL-BS structure, the jth bit in B k logðNÞ represents the jth data k-block in a data (k+1)-block (0 k p; one data 0-block is one data page; and one data ðp þ 1Þ-block is the database). The bit is set to "1" only if any data page in the data k-block has been updated since the time specified by the sequence timestamp.
In each invalidation report, the 0L-BS structure is always used to represent the data pages in the "hot" data 1-block. The 1L-BS structure is used to represent the data 1-blocks in the "hot" data 2-block, and so on. The absolute starting address (or name) of the data k-block represented by each kL-BS structure is also included in the invalidation report. The clients will use the address to figure out whether a cached page belongs to the data k-block. Example 2.3. Suppose that the database with 8 3 data pages represented by the invalidation report is organized in a three-level granularity data structure (see Fig. 3 ). In the three-level BS algorithm, an invalidation report will include one 0L-BS, one 1L-BS, and one 2L-BS structures. The highest-ranking bit sequence in each structure has eight bits, while the lowest-ranking bit sequence has only two bits. In the 0L-BS structure, each bit represents a data page (i.e., a data 0-block) in a block (i.e., a data 1-block) of eight pages and set to "1" only if the page has been updated since the time specified by the sequence timestamp. In the 1L-BS structure, a bit that represents a data 1-block in a data 2-block of eight data 1-blocks is set to "1" only if any page in the 1-block has been updated since the time specified by the sequence. In the 2L-BS structure, a bit that represents a data 2-block is set to "1" only if any page in the 2-block has been updated since the time specified by the sequence timestamp.
Server Multilevel Bit-Sequences Construction Algorithm Sketch. The server process that generates the invalidation reports constructs a set of Multilevel BS structures by the following procedure:
1. Determine the "hot" data ðk þ 1Þ-block (0 k p). The "hot" data ðk þ 1Þ-block in which data pages are frequently queried by clients can be dynamically changed time to time. For some "information feed" applications, the server can simply use application semantics (e.g., the traffic report in the rush hour, the weather report in the severe-weather watch period, or the stock quotes in the trading hours) or the rate and pattern of updates in the recent time period to determine the data ðk þ 1Þ-block because both updates and queries share the same "hot spots." In general, however, the server may use the feedback information from clients to adaptively decide the data ðk þ 1Þ-block. The absolute address of the "hot" data ðk þ 1Þ-block will be included in the next invalidation report.
2. Construct the update linked list for each "hot" data ðk þ 1Þ-block (0 k p). Because the kL-BS structure may be used to represent a data ðk þ 1Þ-block dynamically, the update linked list should be built according to the update timestamps in the corresponding data pages of the ðk þ 1Þ-blocks. Each node in the update linked list denotes a data k-block in the "hot" data ðk þ 1Þ-block. The update timestamp in the node is equal to that of the data page that is most recently updated in the ðk þ 1Þ-block. All the nodes in the update linked list are linked by the pointer fields in the decreased order of update timestamps. 3. Construct the kL-BS structure (0 k p). The kL-BS structure is constructed using the update linked list of the "hot" data ðk þ 1Þ-block. The construction procedure is the same as that for the construction of the basic BS structure except that each bit in the kL-BS structure represents a data k-block. Client Cache Invalidation Algorithm Sketch. After receiving an invalidation report, the client will use the following procedure to validate each cached page:
1. Locate the kL-BS structure. Determine the smallest k such that the data k-block represented by the kL-BS structure in the invalidation report contains the data page (the address of the data k-block has been included in the report). 2. Validate the cached page. Use the cache invalidation procedure similar to that in the basic BS algorithm to validate the cached page. The input to the procedure includes the kL-BS structure determined in the Step 1 and the parameter T d which is the last time when the cache is validated or cached. The cached data page is to be invalidated if the data k-block that contains the page has been marked by "1" bit in a corresponding bit sequence.
Discussion
Both MD-BS and ML-BS algorithms use multiple BS structures to tune the granularity of data blocks for the invalidation. Consider the 2D-BS algorithm. Assume that the page d½c i ; c j be updated where c i and c j are constant. In this case, the bit to the block d½c i ; k (1 k N) in the 1D-BS structure and the bit to the block d½k; c j (1 k N) in the 2D-BS structure will all be set. But, instead of invalidating all the pages contained in the two blocks, the 2D-BS algorithm only invalidates the page d½c i ; c j . This is because a page will be invalidated only if each block that contains the page is marked in the 2D-BS algorithm. Therefore, with a skewed update pattern or a low update rate, the MD-BS algorithm helps to reduce the false invalidation ratio compared to the CG-BS algorithm (i.e., a single 1-dimensional BS algorithm). The basic idea behind the ML-BS algorithm is to use less bits to represent the data items that are rarely changed and use a fine granularity of bit sequences structure to the frequently updated data items (or "hot spots"). These data items with low update rates are actually grouped together and represented by a few bits in a coarse-granularity BS structure. The ML-BS algorithm is expected to perform well without the use of large invalidation report for the "information feed" applications with a skewed access pattern.
Both MD-BS and ML-BS algorithms can scale well to a large number of data items in terms of the size of the invalidation report. Suppose that we have an N pþ1 page database to be represented by the invalidation report and the highest-ranking bit sequence in each k-BG BS structure is N bits. Then, the size of each invalidation report in both MD-BS and ML-BS algorithms will approximately be ðp þ 1ÞSðNÞ, where SðNÞ ð¼ 2N þ b T logðNÞÞ is the size of a basic BS structure with N bits in the highest-ranking bit sequence. In comparison, if the basic BS algorithm is used (i.e., one bit for one page), the size is close to SðNÞ pþ1 for N >> 1.
SIMULATION STUDY
The performance analysis presented here has been designed to compare the effects of different workload parameters, such as disconnection time and query/update rate, on the relative performance of the MD-BS and ML-BS algorithms. The performance metrics in the study is the cache hit ratio of clients after disconnection. The cache hit ratio is computed by dividing the sum of the queries that are answered using client caches by the sum of the total queries in the simulation. The queries that are used to calculate the cache hit ratio include only the first 10 queries after each wake-up, as we are interested in how the disconnection of clients impact the cache hit ratio.
For simplicity, we model a single server system that services a single mobile client. The assumption is reasonable because we only measure the cache hit ratios of clients after wake-up and the broadcast-based reports are scalable to any number of clients in terms of cache invalidation. At the server, a single stream of updates is generated. These updates are separated by an exponentially distributed update interarrival time. The server will broadcast an invalidation report periodically. The cache pools are filled fully with cached data before the disconnection of the client. Each mobile host generates a single stream of queries after reconnections. After the stream of queries, the client may be disconnected with an exponentially distributed time. The size of client cache pools is specified as a percentage of the size of database represented by the invalidation report.
Note that the database represented by the report can be a portion of the database at the server. The database represented by the report includes the data items that are considered in the invalidation algorithms. The bit mapping schema decides how the data items in the database at the server are selected and included in the database represented by the report. Unless stated explicitly, in the rest of the section, the database is the one represented by the invalidation report, not the one at the server.
We compare the 2D-BS and 2L-BS algorithms with an ideal cache invalidation algorithm that has no false invalidation to cached data. The idealized algorithm assumes that clients always invalidate stale cached data without any delay. The algorithm is not implementable practically, as it requires an infinite bandwidth between clients and servers for nondelayed invalidation. We call this algorithm a BASE algorithm and use it as a basis in order to gain an understanding of performance in a simplified simulation setting and as a point-of-reference for other implementable algorithms.
Parameters and Settings
Our model can specify the item access patterns of workloads, thus allowing different client locality types and different server update patterns to be easily specified. For each client, two (possibly overlapping) database regions can be specified. These regions are specified by the HotQueryBounds and ColdQueryBounds parameters. The HotQueryProb parameter specifies the probability that a query will address a data item in the client's "hot" database region. Within each region, data items are chosen through a uniform distribution. For the data server, the HotUpdateBounds and ColdUpdateBounds parameters are used to specify the "hot" and "cold" regions, respectively, for update requests. The HotUpdateProb parameter specifies the probability that an update will address a data item in the update's "hot" database region.
A cache coherency parameter is used to adjust the cache "locality" of queries. The cache coherency specifies the degree of how often cached data will be reused. If the parameter is set to 0.5, half of the queries will access cached data and the rest of the queries will follow the query access pattern specified by the simulation parameter setting. Table 1 presents the database simulation parameters and settings employed in our simulation experiments. Table 2 describes the range of workloads associated with access patterns considered in this study. The UNIFORM (query or update) workload is a low-locality workload in which updates or queries are uniformly distributed. The HOT-COLD (query or update) workload has a high degree of locality of updates or queries in which 80 percent of queries or updates are performed within 20 percent portion of databases. Different combinations of query and update patterns can be used to model different application access characteristics. For example, The HOTCOLD query and HOTCOLD update workload is intended to model an "information feed" situation where the data server produces data to be consumed by all other clients.
Experiment 1: 2D-BS versus 2L-BS
(Light Updates or Workaholics) Fig. 4 illustrates the experimental results that give a relative performance comparison between the two-dimensional and two-level BS (2D-BS and 2L-BS) algorithms under low updates or short disconnection (i.e., workaholics) workload. The horizontal axis spans the numbers of updates from 10 to 100 which are equivalent to disconnection times from 10,000 to 100,000 seconds (the mean update interval is 1,000 seconds). The size of database represented by the invalidation report in the experiment is 10,000 data pages (items).
In the 2L-BS algorithm, a 1L-BS structure is used to represent the whole database with 100 pages as bit granularity, while a 0L-BS structure is used to represent first 100 (hot) pages in the database with one page as bit granularity. In the 2D-BS algorithm, the 10,000 data pages are organized as two dimensional data structure with 100 blocks in each direction (i.e., with 100 pages as bit granularity in each direction).
From Fig. 4 , it is shown that for the clients with HOTCOLD query pattern, the cache hit ratio of the 2L-BS algorithm is very close to that of the BASE algorithm and comparable to the 2D-BS algorithm. However, when the clients have a UNIFORM query pattern, the 2D-BS algorithm performs better than the 2L-BS algorithm. The observation is consistent with our expectation that the ML-BS algorithm is suitable for clients with skewed access pattern, while the MD-BS algorithm adapts to clients with an uniform access pattern better than the ML-BS algorithm (especially when the update load is low).
We also note that, when the number of update is lower than 40 during the client disconnection, the 2D-BS algorithm always performs very well and is comparable to the BASE algorithm. The result also verifies that the MD-BS algorithm is very suitable for low updates.
Experiment 2: 2D-BS versus 2L-BS (Heavy Updates or Sleepers)
In this experiment, the number of updates (during the disconnection of clients) is increased to 500 which is equivalent to a 500,000 seconds disconnection for the mean update interval 1,000. This represents heavy updates or long disconnections workload environment. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 to compare the relative performance of the 2D-BS and 2L-BS algorithms under this workload. Again, like the simulation results in Section 3.2, the 2L-BS algorithm performs better than the 2D-BS algorithm when the clients have a skewed access pattern, while the 2D-BS algorithm outperforms the 2L-BS algorithm for the clients with a uniform access pattern.
However, when both the query and update are uniformly distributed, both 2D-BS and 2L-BS algorithms perform poorly compared to the BASE algorithm (see the UNIFORM Query and UNIFORM update case). This result can be explained as the follows: The heavy updates with a uniform distribution results in a quick increase of false invalidation of cached data, as the chance that each block in any direction contains updated pages increases due to the heavy and uniform updates. For example, if 1,000 updated pages are strictly uniformly distributed (e.g., each updated page has different index in each direction in the 2D-BS algorithm from any other updated pages), then every block in each direction's BS structure of the 2D-BS algorithm or in the coarse BS structure of the 2L-BS algorithm will be represented by an "1" bit. In other words, the valid pages will be falsely invalidated because the blocks that contains these page include also updated pages.
For the same reason as in the UNIFORM Query and UNIFORM update case, the cache hit ratios decrease rapidly with the increase of update number in the UNI-FORM Query and HOTCOLD update case.
It is interesting to note that the performance of the 2L-BS algorithm in the HOTCOLD query and UNIFORM update case is much better than that in the UNIFORM Query and UNIFORM update case. This observation confirms that the locality (or skewness) of client access is a necessary condition for the use of the ML-BS algorithm. We note that the cache hit ratios of the 2D-BS algorithm drop quickly with the increase of the number of updates compared to the BASE algorithm in most of cases. This is because the heavy updates may result in very high rate of false invalidation for any portion of database so that clients with different access pattern may suffer from the high rate of false invalidation for their cached data.
Finally, it is shown in the HOTCOLD query and HOTCOLD update case that both 2D-BS and 2L-BS algorithms have similar cache hit ratios and are comparable to the BASE algorithm. This case indicates that both algorithms are suitable to the "information feed" application environment where the data server produces data to be consumed by other clients at a specific time period. For example, in stock trading applications, a database of stock prices might be maintained by an information server and then accessed heavily by other clients.
Experiment 3: 2D-BS versus 2L-BS (Varying Cache Sizes)
Figs. 6 and 7 show the cache hit ratio as a function of client cache size for the 2D-BS and 2L-BS algorithms. The cache hit ratio increases with the increase of cache size for UNIFORM query access. The increase rate for update number 500 is smaller than that when the update number is 100.
For the HOTCOLD query pattern, the increase rate of the cache hit ratio is very small (it is less than that for the UNIFORM query pattern), as shown in Fig. 7 . This observation is again due to the relation between the size of the hot portion of the database and the cache size. Recall that for the 2D-BS and 2L-BS algorithms, the database consists of 100 blocks of 100 data items (pages) and only the first block (100 pages) is the hot portion of the database in the HOTCOLD query pattern. However, even for the cache with five percent of the database size, it contains 500 pages (the database size is 100 Â 100). The cache sizes in the experiment are much larger than that of hot portions in the HOTCOLD query pattern. Therefore, the cache hit ratio increases very slowly with the increase of the cache size in the experiment.
Experiment 4: Sensitivity Study for Query Number
In this experiment, we study the sensitivity of cache hit ratio with regard to the number of queries that are used in the calculation of the cache hit ratio. As mentioned in Section 3, the cache hit ratio is computed by dividing the sum of the queries that are answered using client caches by the sum of the total queries in the simulation. These queries include only the first 10 queries after each wake-up, as we are mainly interested in how the cache hit ratios would be affected by the disconnection of clients. It is obvious that only the first few queries should be used in calculating the cache hit ratio so that the results could appropriately illustrate the impact of the disconnection of mobile clients and cache invalidation algorithms on the cache hit ratio. After the client has connected with servers, the data items hit by a query in the cache may come from previous queries that were executed after the client had reconnected. The repeated cache hit after the connection does not reflect the effect of cache invalidation on the cache hit ratio. Therefore, it is very important to know how sensitive the cache hit ratio will be with regard to the number of queries that are used in the calculation of the cache hit ratio. Tables 3 and 4 give the cache hit ratios with different query numbers. As shown, when the number of queries increases from 5 to 20, most of the change rates of cache hit ratios in the BS algorithm is no more than 4 percent. In these cases, the cache hit ratio is not highly affected by the query number and the simulation results with the query number 10 would appropriately reflect the impact of cache Tables 3 and 4 . When the update number is 500, the increase rates of cache hit ratios for both algorithms are larger than 10 percent.
Discussions
Both 2D-BS and 2L-BS algorithms scale to a large number of data items and are effective to skewed access patterns or low update rates. It was shown that the 2D-BS algorithm performs better for clients with uniform access pattern than the 2L-BS algorithm (especially for low update). However, the 2L-BS algorithm adapts better to the skewed and dynamically changed accesses and updates because of its hybrid and variable granularity of BS structures. The effectiveness of 2D-BS and 2L-BS algorithms was shown, on the other hand, to degrade in the heavy update workload compared to the BASE algorithm, especially when the access is uniformly distributed. This is because the heavy updates with a uniform distribution results in a quick increase of false invalidation of cached data, as the chance that any block contains updated pages increases due to the heavy and uniform updates.
In the performance study, we did not consider the cost of Bit-Sequences regeneration (e.g., the time of regeneration) for the following reasons. First, as indicated in the algorithm section, the construction of each Bit-Sequences is in the order of OðNÞ with the use of update linked list where N is the size of B n and we expect that the time of regeneration can be negligible compared to that of database updates, for example, with the use of in-memory database capabilities. Second, the study focuses on the effectiveness aspect of the Bit-Sequences schema over wireless broadcast channel, not the performance of server data management such as the scalability and the response time that are extensively studied and well understood in the literature.
RELATED WORK
Caching algorithms have been extensively studied for the conventional client-server architecture in which the positions and wired-network connections of clients are fixed. A comprehensive discussion and comparison of caching algorithms in the conventional client-server architecture can be found in [3] . The issue of false invalidation does not exist in this architecture because, as shown in the algorithms discussed in [3] , either the server can directly invalidate client caches or clients can query the server for the validation of their caches. In each case, only obsolete caches will be invalidated.
The work in [4] discussed the data allocation issues in mobile environments. The algorithms proposed in [4] assumed that servers are stateful since they know about the state of the clients' caches. The servers use this information to decide whether a client can hold a cache copy or not to minimize the communication cost in wireless channels. The algorithms do not utilize the characteristics of broadcast mediums to invalidate clients' caches.
Mummert and Satyanarayanan in [9] illustrated the variable granularity approach to maintaining cache coherency in the Coda file system under weak connections. At one extreme, the granularity can be the whole volume of a file system. A single volume callback message would invalidate the entire volume. However, this quick invalidation may not be very helpful especially if most of the cached objects are actually valid. Object callbacks are the other extreme in that invalidation is precise, but validation requires communication for every object in the volume. The variable granularity of callback balances the cost of validation and invalidation. The client can determine, based on factors such as cached data structures and connectivity changes, whether object or volume callbacks would be best for a particular volume, and adapts to the appropriate level dynamically.
Cache invalidation by utilizing a broadcast medium in wireless and mobile environments was first introduced in [2] . The effect of false invalidation on cache invalidation was then studied in [7] . The Broadcasting Timestamps (TS), Amnesic Terminals (AT), and Signatures (SIG) algorithms that periodically broadcast invalidation reports were proposed in [2] . These algorithms are, however, effective for a client in terms of a low ratio of false invalidation (to total invalidation), only if the client has not disconnected for a period that exceeds an algorithm-specified parameter (e.g., update window size or broadcast interval) or if the number of updated items during the period is not greater than an algorithm-specified parameter. A hybrid approach has been described to adapt to changed update rates in [11] . In this approach, clients use broadcast reports for the data items that are recently updated and use an up-link message to check the status of other cached data items.
In a previous paper [7] , we addressed the report optimization issue through a basic Bit-Sequence (BS) method. The proposed BS algorithm can be applied in the applications where the mostly cached and referenced data items are predictable. As pointed out in [7] , when the static bit mapping is assumed, the BS algorithm approaches the "optimal" effectiveness for all data items indicated in the report even for long disconnected clients.
A comparative evaluation of the basic BS algorithm with other cache invalidation strategies can be found in [10] . We note that, considering their workload of (skewed) accesses to a large database which the MD-BS and ML-BS algorithms target, it would be more useful if they had considered these two enhancements, especially the ML-BS algorithm.
The notion of using a repetitive broadcast medium in wireless environments has been investigated [6] , [1] . Acharya et al. [1] investigated the property of data broadcast program which provides improved performance for nonuniformly accessed data. The impact of data broadcast on the client cache fetch and replacement policies was also addressed in [1] . The ML-BS algorithm assumes a certain means to identify dynamically changing "hot spots" which are broadcast in a finer-granularity. It could be the feedback information from clients or more advanced broadcast scheduling schemes such as the heuristics proposed in [8] . Imielinski et al. [6] investigated techniques for indexing broadcast data. The main motivation of the indexing was to reduce battery power consumption at the clients for the access of broadcast data. Our approach is complementary to these data broadcasting and indexing schema in that the Bit-Sequences approach addresses how to optimize a given size of invalidation report to improve the effectiveness and scalability of cache invalidation. The data broadcasting and indexing schema, on the other hand, address the data structure issues for a large number of data items broadcast to optimize the listening time and/or the access time of clients for data access. Since the invalidation report is actually one type of broadcast data, the broadcasting and indexing schema could be applied to reduce the listening/ access time of clients when the size of invalidation report is very large. The Bit-Sequences with Bit Count (BB) method proposed in [10] , a variation of the base BS algorithm, is one example to apply the broadcasting and indexing schema to invalidation reports.
CLOSING REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented new cache invalidation techniques that can scale not only to a large number of mobile clients, but also to a larger number of data items that could be cached in the mobile clients. We have described two BS-based scalable cache invalidation algorithms: the Multidimensional BS (MD-BS) algorithm and the Multilevel BS (ML-BS) algorithm. The two scalable algorithms use coarse granularity of bits to limit the size of the invalidation reports for a large number of data items. These algorithms offer complementary solutions to achieve the scalability and effectiveness of cache invalidation in mobile and wireless environments.
Through a simulation study, we have shown that both scalable algorithms are effective for a large number of cached data items with low update rates. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms can, however, be improved by applying complementary invalidation techniques to deal with dynamically changed update rates and patterns. The ML-BS algorithm is a case of using variable granularity of bit sequences structures to adapt to changed update rates and patterns, as shown in the simulation study. Another case is to use different and complementary bit mapping schema to deal with varied update rates and patterns. For example, a BS structure with the dynamic bit mapping can be used to indicate these data items that are recently updated, while another BS structure (e.g., the MD-BS structure) with the static and coarse granularity bit mapping can be used to cover all other data items. That is, the data items that are recently or frequently updated are indicated by the BS with the dynamic bit mapping and the update status of these items are not reflected (or indicated) in the BS structure with the static and coarse bit mapping. The advantage of using the hybrid and complementary scheme is that the coarse granularity bits in the static BS scheme will not be set to "1" immediately because these data items are indicated in the BS structure with the dynamic bit mapping and the changes of their status are not included in the BS structure with the static and coarse bit mapping. In this way, the cache invalidation can scale effectively to a large number of data items even with varied update rates and patterns. A similar hybrid approach has also been described to adapt to changed update rates in [11] . The approach in [11] uses broadcast reports for the data items that are recently updated and use an up-link message to check the status of other cached data items.
In conclusion, it is feasible to apply complementary and adaptive strategies (i.e., the static versus the dynamic bit mapping and the fine versus the coarse bit granularity) to address the scalability and effectiveness issues of cache invalidation. Our algorithms (ML-BS and MD-BS) illustrate such complementary and adaptive characteristics for the scalability and effectiveness of cache invalidation in mobile and wireless environments. . For more information on this or any computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at http://computer.org/publications/dlib.
